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Proud

That’s how I would describe my feelings toward our products, our growth, our 
process and what we’ve accomplished at Shrewd Archery in 2016.

I’m proud of the relationships we’ve created, I’m proud of our shooting staff, 
I’m proud of our dealers and distributors around the world and I’m proud of our 
industry for promoting the right ideals.

I’m proud of our growth and I’m even more proud of how we accomplish our 
goals.  We have been a machine shop for over 50 years and have a long history of 
proud men and women manufacturing American made products.  We make 100% 
of our products here, in our factory, by our machinists.  Nothing we sell gets sent 
out to be designed, engineered or manufactured.

I’m proud of what we’ve accomplished and I’m immensely excited for the future 
of Shrewd Archery.

President and CEO,

Sam Newsom

Shrewd Archery  2117 Salem Industrial Drive  Salem, VA  USA
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threaded for 
front sunshade

8-32 x 2.5” 
threaded rod

What’s Included
flex scope body

1 - flat sunshade, 1 - 1 step hooded sunshade, 1 - smooth sunshade

.019”, .029” indexed pin or no pin (if purchased with blank lens)

1 - feather vision clarus lens (blank lens, .019” drilled or .029” drilled)

3 - aperture reducers

green and orange fiber if lens is drilled, dot kit if lens is blank

Since its inception the Shrewd Flex recurve scope has set World Records, 
won Olympic Medals and has been a podium staple around the world.
Designed in conjunction with Olympic medalist Brady Ellison, The Flex 
recurve scope is in a class of its own. 

Threaded on both ends to allow for the use of three included sunshades, 
The Flex scope offers unparalleled adjustability. 

An all new indexed razor pin offers 8 secure pin locations and an 
included proprietary, zero magnification Feather Vision Clarus lens 
ensures a crisp, clean and bright target at all distances, in any condition.

SUNSHADES

NEW

optional pin has 8 
indexed locations

threaded for 
rear sunshade

I MDR I I SMOOTH SUNSHADE I I 1 STEP SUNSHADE I
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BRADY ELLISON I SHREWD FLEX 

Brady Ellison
2016 Olympic Medalist

“Recurve archers 
finally have a real 
scope housing.  I 
had a glare on 
my lens and just 
popped the lens 
out, put the pin 
in and hit the 

middle.” FLEXTH
E



SCOPES

STEPHAN HANSEN I SHREWD M
INI-M

AG 

42mm NOMAD I 35mm NOMAD I MINI-MAG I ESSENTIAL
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eight integrated 
pin locations

textured interior

10-32 threaded 
rod

front and rear lens
placement options

What’s Included
42mm nomad scope body

green, red, and blue acrylic level

10-32 x 1 1/4” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

10-32 x 2” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

razor pin - .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120”, .160” or .196”

blue, orange and green fiber in desired size to match razor pin

Dominating podiums since 2012.  The NOMAD series scopes have been a 
podium staple since their inception and with more of the top shooters in 
the world making the switch their string of dominance doesn’t look to be 
ending any time soon.

Threaded on both the front and rear the 42mm NOMAD scope allows 
shooters to thread their Shrewd sunshades and lenses on either end 
of the scope.  The 42mm NOMAD scope easily accomodates most light 
systems and has a large 7/16” - 20 thread for a rheostat light.
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eight razor pin 
locations

replaceable scope 
levels

groove for fiber 
tubing
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eight integrated 
pin locations

textured interior
10-32 threaded 
rod

rear lens
placement option

What’s Included
35mm nomad scope body

green, red, and blue acrylic level

10-32 x 1 1/4” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

10-32 x 2” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

razor pin - .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120”, .160” or .196”

blue, orange and green fiber in desired size to match razor pin

A slightly smaller version of the popular 42mm NOMAD, the 35mm NOMAD 
offers all the options of the 42mm NOMAD with a slightly smaller scope 
picture.

The 35mm NOMAD is threaded on both the front and rear to allow 
shooters to thread on their Shrewd sunshades and lenses.  The 35mm 
NOMAD utilizes the same lenses as the 42mm NOMAD; however, the lens 
can only be run on the target side of the scope.  The 35mm NOMAD scope 
easily accomodates most light systems and has a large 7/16” - 20 thread 
for a rheostat light.
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replaceable scope 
levels

eight razor pin 
locations

groove for fiber 
tubing
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What’s Included
essential scope body

green, red, and blue acrylic level

10-32 x 1 1/4” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

10-32 x 2” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

razor pin - no pin, .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120”, .160” or .196”

blue, orange and green fiber in desired size to match razor pin

Designed in conjuction with Reo Wilde the Essential boasts a unique 
sunshade adaption system that maximizes functionality and 
adjustability.

The Essential is threaded on the target side of the scope to allow the use 
of Shrewd lenses and sunshades.  Like all Shrewd scopes the stock Razor 
Pin can be easily removed to allow shooters to utilize a dot or sticker on 
the lens.

Weighing in at under half an ounce the Essential is raw accuracy in its 
most simplistic form and is built for one thing, winning.
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I RED I

I PURPLE I

I BLUE I

I BLACK I

10-32 threaded rod

two integrated 
pin locations

textured interior

replaceable scope 
levels

NEW
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eight integrated 
pin locations

textured interior

10-32 threaded 
rod

front and rear lens
placement options

What’s Included
29mm Mini-Mag scope body

green, red, and blue acrylic level

10-32 x 1 1/4” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

10-32 x 2” 18-8 stainless steel button head cap screw

razor pin - .010”, .015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120”, .160” or .196”

blue, orange and green fiber in desired size to match razor pin

Remember that other 29mm scope that offered 16 pin positions, front or 
rear lens placement and optional sunshades?  We don’t either.  The Mini-
Mag is in a class all of its own.  

Threaded on both the front and rear the 29mm Mini-Mag scope allows 
shooters to thread their Shrewd sunshades and lenses on either end of 
the scope.  The 29mm Mini-Mag scope easily accommodates most light 
systems and has a large 7/16” - 20 thread for a rheostat light.
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eight razor pin 
locations

replaceable scope 
levels

groove for fiber 
tubing



ALEX WIFLER I ESSENTIAL SCOPE I 2016 LAS CLASSIC CHAMPION
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glass.  We’ve teamed up with Feather Vision (Verde Vitri and Verde Plus), 
Clear Targets (Doc’s Choice), Classic Archery (CAP Zeiss) to provide four 
different lens offerings for all four of our scopes.  

Each of our lenses comes fully encased in a lens housing and retainer 
ring to protect the glass and ensure quick and easy use.  All Shrewd 
lenses utilize a single lead thread to provide repetitive and consistent 
lens placement.  Each lens housing is threaded to screw into a Shrewd 
scope and is also threaded to allow for the use of a Shrewd sunshade.  
The sunshade can thread directly into the retainer ring to eliminate 
glare.

For ease of use we have manufactured our scopes to make lenses easily 
interchangeable.  The 42mm NOMAD and 35mm NOMAD share the same 
lenses while the Mini-Mag and Essential utilize the same, smaller lenses.

SC
OP

E P
INS

Our current lineup of 9 different razor pins offers something for every 
shooter and for added adjustability our scopes work seamlessly with 
both the TAK kit and Integrated Pins.  Razor pins are available in .010”, 
.015”, .019”, .029”, .039”, .060”, .120”, .160” and .196”.  

Each Shrewd scope comes stock with 1 Razor Pin and three sticks of 
matching fiber in blue, green and orange.  The Razor Pin can be easily 
removed or swapped for a different size depending on preference and 
shooting conditions.

stock razor pin

integrated sight pin
.010”, .015”, .019”

wrap around 
tubing

wrap around 
tubing

I  INTEGRATED SIGHT PIN II STOCK RAZOR PIN WITH TAK KIT I

I ALL LENSES AVAILABLE IN 2X - 8X I
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OUR PROCESS

SHREWD ARCHERY I PROUDLY AM
ERICAN M

ADE 

AMERICAN MADE IN THE BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS



MADE HERE
100% of our products are manufactured within our 35,000 square foot 
facility located in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains.  We’ve been 
machining high quality metal parts since 1964 and have a storied 

history of excellence that spans three generations.
All Shrewd products are designed, machined and assembled in 

America.  



STABILIZERS
ONYX I 600 PRO I 600 PRO LIGHT I 875 PRO I SHREWD 1 LIGHT I SPECTRUM

CHANCE BEAUBOUEF I SHREWD ONYX 



“I have access to nearly every brand of gear 
to try and improve my shooting. I knew as 
soon as I started shooting the Onyx stabilizers 
and Mini Mag Scope they were the best I have 
ever used and didn’t second guess making the 

switch.”

JONATH0N M
ILNE I SHREWD ONYX & M

INI-M
AG 

Jonathon Milne
2016 Paralympic Bronze
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What’s Included
5/16” - 24 stainless steel threaded 

.706” diameter premier modulus carbon

proprietary internal truss dampening system

3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights

3 - 1/3 ounce matte black aluminum weights

internal 3” threaded rod allows for the addition of up to 9 weights

When we set out to change the stabilization market we didn’t want to 
craft a product that just impressed shooters, we wanted pure shock and 
awe.  

The Onyx is an industry changing stabilizer inside and out.  All new Truss 
Dampening Technology stretches the length of every Onyx stabilizer to 
perfectly balance the shot.  An internal end cap on the bow end of the 
stabilizer reinforces the carbon to allow shooters to use more weight 
than ever before.  To put it simply, nothing else comes close.

internal 3” 
threaded rod

4 ounces of 
total weight

premier 
modulus carbon

matte aluminum 
end cap

internal  
reinforcement

I AVAILABLE IN 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” I

31

internal truss 
dampening 

system
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What’s Included

The series that set the standard for small diameter stabilization.  The 
600 Pro line offers podium proven results with every shot.  An ultra high 
modulus stabilizer utilizes elongated aluminum end caps to offer the 
stiffness and rigidity that Shrewd stabilizers are known for.
Precision placed internal dampeners are spread throughout the length of 
each stabilizer to maximize vibration absorbtion.

Each stabilizer comes stock with 3 - 1 ounce stainless weights, 2 - 1/3 
ounce gloss black weights and 1 - 3” threaded rod for precision weight 
adjustability.

I AVAILABLE IN 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” I

internal 3” 
threaded rod

3 & 2/3 ounces 
of total weight

high modulus 
carbon

gloss aluminum 
end cap

5/16” - 24 stainless steel threaded 

.660” diameter high modulus carbon

Signature internal dampening devices

3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights

2 - 1/3 ounce gloss black aluminum weights

internal 3” threaded rod allows for the addition of up to 9 weights 33

signature 
internal 

dampening
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What’s Included

All the advantages of the 600 Pro Line in a lighter form.  The 600 Pro 
Light line gives shooters a light, small diameter stabilizer designed to 
dominate the podium.  
Precision placed internal dampeners are spread throughout the length of 
each stabilizer to maximize vibration absorbtion.

Each stabilizer comes stock with 3 - 1 ounce stainless weights, 2 - 1/3 
ounce gloss black weights and 1 - 3” threaded rod for precision weight 
adjustability.

internal 3” 
threaded rod

3 & 2/3 ounces 
of total weight

high modulus 
carbon

gloss aluminum 
end cap

I AVAILABLE IN 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” I

5/16” - 24 stainless steel threaded 

.600” diameter high modulus carbon

Signature internal dampening devices

3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights

2 - 1/3 ounce gloss black aluminum weights

internal 3” threaded rod allows for the addition of up to 9 weights 35

signature 
internal 

dampening
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What’s Included

The largest diameter stabilizer in our Pro Series Line utilizes thick, high 
modulus carbon and an internal dampening system to create the perfect 
stabilizer for shooters looking for a larger option.
Precision placed internal dampeners are spread throughout the length of 
each stabilizer to maximize vibration absorbtion.

Each stabilizer comes stock with 3 - 1 ounce stainless weights, 2 - 1/3 
ounce gloss black weights and 1 - 3” threaded rod for precision weight 
adjustability.

internal 3” 
threaded rod

3 & 2/3 ounces 
of total weight

high modulus 
carbon

gloss aluminum 
end cap

I AVAILABLE IN 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” I

5/16” - 24 stainless steel threaded 

.875” diameter high modulus carbon

Signature internal dampening devices

3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights

2 - 1/3 ounce gloss black aluminum weights

internal 3” threaded rod allows for the addition of up to 9 weights 37

signature 
internal 

dampening
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What’s Included

Stabilization meets affordability.  The Shrewd 1 Light stabilizer line comes 
standard with everything Shrewd stabilizers are known for at a fraction 
of the cost.   
Precision placed internal dampeners are spread throughout the length of 
each stabilizer to maximize vibration absorbtion.

Each stabilizer comes stock with 3 - 1 ounce stainless weights, 2 - 1/3 
ounce gloss black weights and 1 - 3” threaded rod for precision weight 
adjustability.

internal 3” 
threaded rod

3 & 2/3 ounces 
of total weight

standard 
modulus carbon

groove for 
limbsaver band

I AVAILABLE IN 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” I

5/16” - 24 stainless steel threaded 

.870” diameter standard modulus carbon

Signature internal dampening devices

3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights

2 - 1/3 ounce gloss black aluminum weights

internal 3” threaded rod allows for the addition of up to 9 weights 39

signature 
internal 

dampening
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What’s Included

Put some style in your stabilizer.  The Spectrum Series gives shooters 
the ability to add some color to their stabilizers with easily removeable, 
colored external end caps.  Internal end caps with stock rubber o-rings 
easily allow for colored end caps to be screwed on and off.  
Precision placed internal dampeners are spread throughout the length of 
each stabilizer to maximize vibration absorbtion.

Each stabilizer comes stock with 3 - 1 ounce stainless weights, 2 - 1/3 
ounce gloss black weights and 1 - 3” threaded rod for precision weight 
adjustability.

internal 3” 
threaded rod

3 & 1/3 ounces 
of total weight

standard 
modulus carbon

colored end 
caps (below)

I RED I I LIME GREEN I I BLUE I

I AVAILABLE IN 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”, 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”, 36” I

5/16” - 24 stainless steel threaded 

.870” diameter standard modulus carbon

Signature internal dampening devices

3 - 1 ounce stainless steel weights

2 - 1/3 ounce gloss black aluminum weights

internal 3” threaded rod allows for the addition of up to 9 weights 41

signature 
internal 

dampening



ACCESSORIES

SHARON CARPENTER I SHREWD ONYX

V-BARS I DISCONNECTS I WEIGHTS I GRIPS I NOCK BUSHINGS
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I GLOSS BLACK I

fully adjustable vertical and horizontal adjustment

includes built in disconnect and barrel nut

includes 5/16” - 24 mounting hardwear

fully adjustable vertical and horizontal adjustment

includes built in disconnects and barrel nuts

includes 5/16” - 24 mounting hardwear

I MATTE BLACK I

I GLOSS BLACK I

fully adjustable vertical and horizontal adjustment

includes built in disconnect and barrel nut

available in 5/16” - 24 and 1/4” - 28 options

I GLOSS BLACK I
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I GLOSS RED I

I GLOSS BLUE I

I LIME GREEN I

I MATTE BLACK I

I GLOSS PURPLE I

I GLOSS BLACK I

available in 20 degree down in gloss black only

comes with 5/16” - 24 x 3/4” socket head cap screw

includes color matching flush barrel nut

stainless steel weights available in silver and matte black

5/16” - 24 threads

available in 1 ounce, 2 ounce, 3 ounce and 4 ounce

I MATTE BLACK I

I SILVER I

aluminum end weights in multiple colors

5/16” - 24 threads

available in 1 ounce and 1/3 ounce

I GLOSS RED I

I GLOSS BLUE I

I LIME GREEN I

I GLOSS PINK I

I GLOSS PURPLE I

I GLOSS BLACK I

I GLOSS ORANGE I

I MATTE BLACK I
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available in straight and 8 degree down in all colors
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EL
ITE

 GR
IPS

available in aluminum and delrin

available in rh and lh

standard and low grip fits all Mathews bows with a wooden or focus grip

available in aluminum and delrin

available in rh and lh

Hoyt pro-fit grip fits all Hoyt bows with the pro-fit grip system

49

I STANDARD I I LOW I

available in aluminum and delrin

available in rh and lh

Elite grip fits the energy 35, energy 32 and synergy
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unIque system allows for stabilizer to swivel up to become a handle

includes matching barrel nut and adjustable nylon rope

includes 5/16” - 24 mounting hardwear

I LOST CAMO I

I GLOSS BLACK I
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available in aluminum

ambidextrous

fits all New Breed bows post 2012

available in aluminum and delrin

available in rh only

fits Prime rival, rize, stx, mx
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Available in standard and g nock

All nock bushings are purchased by the dozen

available for a wide variety of arrows

securely mounts shrewd scopes on Axcel sights

10-32 threads

2.5” long body adapter

wrist sling includes integrated mounting point for Shrewd disconnects

includes 5/16” - 24 mounting hardwear

includes adjustable braided nylon rope
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HUNTING PRODUCTS

CAPTURED CREATIVE I SHREWD AM
BUSH 
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ID 
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What’s Included
2 - 1 ounce flat black weights

2.5” threaded rod for precision weight adjustability

Limbsaver broadband dampener with matching colored band

available in 7”, 9” and 12” options

We heard your requests and we’ve delivered.  A carbon based hunting stabilizer 
that utilizes our Truss Dampening System, a Limbsaver Broadband dampener, 
and includes 2.5 ounces of interchangeable weight.  Limbsaver’s Broadband 
dampener utilizes NAVCOM material to reduce up to 70% of vibration, our Truss 
Dampening System does the rest.  Sound the horn, the Raid is coming.

I MATTE BLACK I

I LOST CAMO XD I

I LOST CAMO I

limbsaver 
dampener

57

1/2 oz tapered 
end weight

internal truss 
dampening system



  MIKE BATES   DAVID WISE   ANDREW MUNSELL

  BAYLOR BLANCHARD   JOHN LEIGHTON   BLAKE GARRETT

PROVEN IN THE FIELD I SHREWDARCHERY.COM

BRAD KOLLMAN I AMBUSH STABILIZER I MINNESOTA

DRAKE POLLARD
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What’s Included
available in 6.5” and 8.5” options

The Ambush hunting stabilizer combines target archery stabilization with 
hunting durability.  A carbon core complete with our new Truss Dampening 
System sits securely within a CNC machined 6061 aluminum exterior.  Top that 
off with a Mathews® Harmonic Dampener and the result is a deadly quiet 
piece of an equipment born ready for the Ambush.  

I MATTE BLACK I

I LOST CAMO XD I

I LOST CAMO I

cnc machined 
shell

Mathews 
harmonic damper

protective 
rubber o-rings

internal truss 
dampening system



TEAM SHREWD

TEAM
 SHREWD I M

EET THE TEAM

FACTORY STAFF



  PETER ELZINGA   CHANCE BEAUBOUEF

  SHARON CARPENTER   ART BROWN   CARA KELLY

  JOSEPH GOZA   MICHAEL BRADEN   DOMINIQUE GENET

  JONATHON MILNE   JOBY SHAW   SARAH SONNICHSEN

  ALEX WIFLER   BRADY ELLISON   STEPHAN HANSEN

  TIM GILLINGHAM   TATE MORGAN   TOJA ELLISON

  CHRISTINE HARRELSON   IRENE FRANCHINI   DAVID HOUSER

  TONY TAZZA   ALLEN CONNER   DONNIE THACKER

GET THE GEAR THE PROS SHOOT I SHREWDARCHERY.COM/TEAMSHREWD

  REO WILDE



www.ShrewdArchery.com
(540) 387-2922


